EIT Health Business Plan Calls 2021
Innovation Projects

ANNEX1: FAQs

Stage 0

What is Stage 0?
Stage 0 is a service that EIT Health is proposing to support Partners increase the value of their project. It can be considered as a Project Preparation tool.

Who can benefit from Stage 0?
All KIC Partners (Core or Associate) in the partnership as well as Start-ups applying as lead in the frame of the Start-up Amplifier Instrument.

Who will be providing this service?
This service will be conducted by both CLC Innovation Managers and an Independent third party, a company with significant experience in the field and that will be selected by EIT Health e.V. after an EU-wide public tender.

Does it have any additional cost for partners?
No, it does not. EIT Health e.V. is contracting the third party.

What are the key dates to keep in mind?
Deadline to benefit Stage 0 support as well as submission of the Expression of Interest (EoI) as first step of the Stage 0 is the 11 December 2019, 16:00 CET (Munich time).

Is Stage 0 mandatory?
The Stage 0 first step, consisting of the submission of the Expression of Interest (EoI) by 11 December 2019, is mandatory in any case to allow the submission of a full proposal and to benefit from the supporting service. The follow-up step which consists of a supporting service proposed to partners is not mandatory.

What happens if partners do not submit the Expression of Interest (EoI) by 11 December 2019?
Partners will not be eligible to submit their full proposal on 25 March 2020.
How will Innovation Managers at CLCs/InnoStars be involved in the Stage 0 process?
The IMs at CLC/InnoStars will be the main contact of the partners through the whole Stage 0 process. After reception of the Expression of Interest (EoI), each CLC/InnoStars IM will make the first assessment round to estimate the level of maturity of the project. The IMs at CLC/InnoStars will then discuss with Directors at CLC/InnoStars case by case, and make the decision whether the project would get further access to external expert’s support. If it is decided that partners are getting support from third party, the Innovation manager at CLC/InnoStars will always stay informed of the progress by any means.

Will any of the people from Third Party working with the Partners in Stage 0 be part of the evaluation process?
No, they will not. In order to avoid conflict of interest and as stated in evaluators’ contract, evaluators (remote and hearings) will be different individuals than the consultants who will execute Stage 0.

What if partners have in-house expert, they would like to use for Stage 0?
Partners can use their in-house experts to prepare their proposal. In general, partners should use any resource that are available to them to improve the quality of their project. But those in-house experts cannot replace formally the third party selected by EIT health e.V. to execute Stage 0.

What if partners would like to have other external experts for Stage 0 than the third party selected by EIT health e.V.?
Partners can use any resources that are available to them to improve the quality of their project. But only third parties selected by EIT health e.V. to execute the Stage 0 can fulfill the requirements of the Stage 0. Any others can and will not be financially supported by EIT Health e.V.

What if a partner prepares a very good proposal which does not require a Stage 0 support?
All proposals should go under the step 1 of the Stage 0 process meaning the submission of the Expression of Interest (EoI) to CLCs by 11 December 2019. Innovation managers and directors at CLCs/InnoStars, after the first-round assessment, will be the one who are deciding the necessary support to be brought to partners by the third party selected by EIT Health e.V. to execute Stage 0.

What is the Expression of Interest (EoI) containing?
The initial document should include the basics for an initial review by the CLC/InnoStars Innovation Manager and follow the approved template. The same or an enhanced version after preliminary conversations with IMs can then go to the third-party consultants, if this step is implemented.

How do applicants go from Expression of Interest (EoI) to full proposal during Stage 0?
The Expression of Interest (EoI) serve as an intro to developing full scope of the Innovation Project proposal. Once the CLC/InnoStars Innovation Manager provides the first feedback to partner, partner could start working on the final proposal template which you may find the questions are supposed to extend the description from the Expression of Interest (EoI). As the conversations evolve between the partners and the IMs or the third party, new elements of the proposal will be validated and incorporated in the document.
How many times can the Partners repeat Stage 0 review?
There are no maximum times. There is only a minimum time: the partners need to send the Expression of Interest (EoI) by 11 December 2019 to initiate the process.

KPIs

How do Partners define sound KPIs?
When applying for a project the following should be covered:

- What is the end-goal of the project?
- Why is this goal important and how will it contribute to the goals above?
- How will the change towards the desired goal be followed by outcomes?
  - If applicable, are there outcome standard sets available for the medical condition?
  - If not, are there other measures available?
- How will the socioeconomic value be modelled or calculated?

Application rules

Who can be the Lead Partner?
All EIT Health partners, Core or Associate partner can lead projects. Linked and Affiliate Third Parties can also lead projects. External project partners which have applied to Start-up Amplifier can also lead projects.

What is the maximum funding cap per Innovation Project?
The maximum EIT available funding is 1 Mio euro per year per project for a maximum duration of 36 months.

What is required as composition of partnership?
Each partnership should include at least 2 partners from 2 different CLCs/InnoStars, where at least one them should be non-academic partner.

What is the deadline to apply?
There are two deadlines: the first one is the 11th of December 2019, 16:00 pm (Munich time) as submission deadline of the Expression of Interest, part of the Stage 0 process. The second deadline is the 25th of March as final deadline for all full proposals which went through the first step of Stage 0.

Remote review

How many reviewers will be evaluating the proposal?
All proposals submitted by the 25 March deadline will be evaluated by 5 external reviewers.
Hearings review

When will Partners be informed about the hearing’s invitation?
The selected proposals will be invited to the hearings on the 4th of May 2020 once external evaluation is made and decision about number of projects invited to hearings done.

Is it possible to have a partner’s representative present by teleconference during the hearings?
No, hearings are only face to face meeting.

How many people are sitting in the review panel?
Each panel consist of 4 to 5 external experts and is chaired by an EIT Health HQ representative.

How many Partners representative can represent the project during the hearings?
4 Partner representatives including the lead partner can take part in the hearings to present their project.

Feedback report

When will the partners receive their feedback report?
The feedback report will be circulated after invitation for the hearings for rejected projects. For the projects invited to hearings, the feedback reports will be released after the hearings, latest by 22nd of July 2020.

WPO

Should the Partners include WPO activities in their proposal?
No. WPO will be developed based on the feedback report received during the remote and hearings phase.